FALL 2021

Deadlines to
Remember
September 30th
Wheat Sales
Closing
October 15th
Annual Forage GS 1
Acreage Report
November 15th

2022 Wheat Sales Closing
The 2022 Wheat Sales Closing deadline is quickly coming to an end. Most
of you have already made policy changes and coverage elections for the
upcoming crop year, but September 30th is the final day to make any
changes to your policy, including coverage level changes. We need to know
if any personal information has changed, including your address, phone
number, email address, marital status, etc. It's also a critical time to notify
us of any changes in your operation, like added land, new breaking land,
(native or expired CRP), and crop share updates.

Did you know that we write with multiple companies?

FSA Grass

Many of you may not know that we

Certification

offer crop insurance through two different

Wheat Production

Approved Insurance Providers (AIPs).

Reporting

We write policies with AgriSompo North

December 1st

EFFECTIVE JULY 1ST
ARMtech officially

America, (previously ARMtech) and Hudson.

merged with Diversified

Both are A.M. Best A and A+ rated companies,

and changed their name

PRF Sales Closing

and you always have the choice to choose

FSA NAP Grass

the company to use for crop coverage.

to AgriSompo.

Insurance
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Pasture, Rangeland &
Forage Insurance
One of the main products we offer as an agency is

Answer: No, PRF can be used for non-annual haying

Pasture, Rangeland and Forage Insurance or PRF. It's

customers as well.

an insurance program that utilizes a rainfall index

Question: What months can I insure?

developed by the NOAA Climate Prediction Center to Answer: The policy is customizable, and you can select
to determine deviation from normal rainfall, and does as few as two, two-month intervals or as many as six,
not measure production or loss of forage/grazing.

which covers the entire year. You can stack more

This IS NOT a drought insurance. PRF coverage is

coverage in certain intervals if you choose. Also, you do

based on grid location rainfall and not your individual not have to insure all acres.
land.

Question: Have producers benefitted from PRF?

Question: When can I buy PRF?

Answer: PRF is not a perfect product, but it has given

Answer: PRF is sold annually, and the deadline to sign ranchers and hay producers protection against
up for 2022 coverage is December 1, 2021.

deviation from normal rainfall during the year. With any

Question: What is the coverage based on?

area-based insurance, there will be times that portions

Answer: You choose coverage between 70 and 90

of a grid receive rainfall, and your individual operation

percent of historical rainfall, which is cumulative

is dry. In other years, the reverse may happen. You may

rainfall data from 1948-2020.

receive adequate rainfall, but other portion of the grid

Question: If it's dry, will I receive a payment?

remain dry and a payment is triggered. We advise all

Answer: Rainfall is measured over two-month

customers to look at this product as a long-term

intervals. If rainfall is below average and below your

investment, not a short-term solution. When analyzing

selected coverage level for that two-month interval,

the past performance of the product, PRF has been a

you will trigger a loss.

consistent, reliable product that has returned money

Question: Is PRF just for grazing?

back to producers in times of dry conditions.

Many of you attended the meeting we held on Annual Forage Insurance in June,
and subsequently started a policy with us. If you have an Annual Forage policy,

Annual Forage
Growing Season 1

your first deadline for acreage reporting is October 15. This deadline will
capture any annually planted forage crops planted from July 16 - October 15,
which is referred to as Growing Season 1. It includes crops like wheat, triticale,
barley, rye, oats, and haygrazer.
Growing Season 1 is the only growing season

that allows for the Dual Use Option. You are allowed to report wheat acres
on your Annual Forage policy and receive 40% coverage, and can also insure
them fully on your multiperil policy. You do not have to elect dual use, and
can still choose to report acreage strictly on Annual Forage or on your
multi-peril policy only. Keep in mind the multiperil insurance acreage
reporting deadline is not until January 15, 2022.
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I marketed my livestock through LRP...
now what?
Some of you have taken advantage of the Livestock Risk Protection (LRP) insurance we sell to protect price
risk on cattle. Many cattle are being sold this fall, so here are a few reminders about your insurance product
and how it works.
1. When you purchased coverage, you elected a contract end date. The LRP policy states you cannot sell
cattle more than 60-days prior to this date. If you do, you forfeit any potential claim payment, but you still
owe full premium. *Any contracts in place prior to August 2, 2021 have been given a waiver on the 60-day
requirement due to drought in the U.S.
2. The price you elected for coverage at the time of purchase was based on the feeder cattle index. The only
price that matters when you sell is also the feeder cattle index price on your contract end date. If the
price on the end date is below the expected price coverage you purchased, a payment will be generated.
Your local price and basis are not part of the equation.
3. You do not have to sell the cattle by the contract end date, or at all. If you do sell them, please send us a
copy of the sales records. This will allow us to timely complete any audits that are required for payment.
4. Premium for each SCE (contract) will be billed the first of the month following your contract end date,
and will be due by the first of the next month.

Upcoming Deadline Reminders
While some of you are waiting to harvest summer crops, or you need a rain to plant your wheat, others are
already sowing wheat and hoping for fall grazing. We highly encourage you to contact FSA as soon as you
complete your wheat (fall crop) planting and report your acres to them. If you are utilizing Annual Forage
insurance, it is even more important to certify those acres prior to the October 15th reporting deadline.
With COVID cases on the rise, we are hoping Federal offices will not be forced to shut their doors again;
however, they are open now and ready to complete your certifications. Also
keep in mind that grass acreage certifications must be completed with FSA
by November 15, so update those acres while you are there. This is especially
important if you also have a PRF policy. We would like a new certification
(FSA-578 producer print) on every PRF customer for the 2022 season.
Once you complete your certification, please ask FSA to email us a copy, or
you can bring it to us. You know we like to get things done early and will
work on your acreage report anytime.

Plant Wheat
Report Acres to FSA
Bring us 578
Complete Acreage Report
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